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The meetin~ was called to order at 10o25 a.m.

PROGRA~HN OF I}IPLEHENTATION (continued)

ASSISTANCE TO THE ~TITIOUAL LI!~EIIAT’ION ..... PI’"~Nme’I,u.uv.~,’~k.±~ RECOG!’TIZED BY THE
ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY (DP/513) (continued)

i, ~r,r. BROWN (Denuty Adm_inistrator)~ introducing documen~ DP/514~ said that 
sho~ed that the Council~s 1979 decision on the nrogra_<~me of assistance to the
Palestinian people ~Tas being carried out extremely successfully. The list of
projecv~s bein{! implemented (para. R) should be amended to include one more;
a nrcjec~ entitled "~Snecialize~ =~ Trainin~ Programme in Agricultural Development~o
Furthermore,~ type ~wo <orcjects listed for im~o!ementation be~TinniN~ July 1981 would
be fully under way before the end of June. Imnlementation of the project in the
Syrian Arab iRe,0ublic would also begin soon,

9. Ne~otiatioms and consultations with all the parties concerned had reguired
considerable tim.e~ effort and good~¢ill~ and i~ was heartenin~ that UNDP-supported
assistance was about to be delivered. Orders were already being placed for
e~ipmen~ and supplies,~ fellowships were being arranAed and awarded and contracts
were being drafted for the construction of required buildings°

.I ]% " .7
3o Actual experience in. the field ha, cz .rovmdea a ]¢hole ran~e of new insi{<hts
concerning the moss effective and valuable use of project funds under conditions
which could not be fully appreciated from distant observation, For that reason~
as explained in ¯ ’r’paras..apo 7~ the Administrator was asking the Council to authorize
him co adiust upwards, in justified cases~ the amounts allocated for certain of
the projects~ on the understanding that over-all ex~oenditures ~.~ould remain within
the total allocation from the programme reserve of 03.5 million previously
authorized by the Council° The draft decision in paragraph 8 reflected that

recomm.endation~ which he bo~ed the Council ~¢ould am0rove0

~. Hr. GOOBOSE (Observer~ Pan Africanist Congress of Azania) said that~ despite
the anxiety over the decline in LNDP financial, resources and its effect on
projects~ the liberation movements were mleased to note from document DP/513 that
the maoor donor counsries ]~ere favouring them in resmect of ongoing projects.

5. PAC was fully committed -co self-reliance and regarded it as both a principle
and a method of strudgle. That was especially true in the field of humanitarian
assistance~ where his country faced the conseauences of am abominable racist
r66ime. Although armed struggle was necessary in order to free the ~eople from
that disgraceful id.eology~ PAC did not intend to use ~’.,TDP funds for that purpose.
At the current sta~e of the stru6gle in Azania~ there was an ever-increasing
exodus of peg-ode ~Tho needed humanitarian care° It was in that aspect only that
PAC appealed to UNDP and other United Nations a~encies to continue to assist and
even increase their aid so the liberation struggle being waged in Azania by the
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t~o liberation movements recognized by OA~U: PAC and ANC. People belon~in~ to
other liberation organizations were also involved in the exodus~ and PAC and P~C
~ere responsible for attendin~ to their humanitarian needs as ~ell~ for theft
~ere victims of the same non-violent struggle. Tt ~as therefore proper that~ in
requests for increased assistance from UNDP~ the humanitarian needs of those
Azanians should be taken into account, especially since their organizations were
s, ssociated with PAC or A~C.

6. PAC took care of no less than i,~000 people throughout the front~line States.
The numbers varied as they left South Africa and then left the front-~line States
for various types of training. There ~rere always those who remained behind~
however~ for reasons of health~ a~e~ etc.~ and it ~Tas they ~,~ho ~uld benefit from
self,reliance projects° There must be a chain of such projects~ be~innin~ in
the front~line States and continuing throughout Africa~ so that people leaving
South Africa could pass through a relay system. In the lon~ run~ that ~.rould
relieve the United ~ations azencies~ especially U~HCR~ of the need to provide
financial assistance lonc after people had left Azania. For that reason~ ~L&C
advocated intensive self, reliance projects ~ith increased assistance to liberation
movements so as to cope properly with the .humanitarian needs of their members in
the front~line States,

7. It was gratifyin~ to note from the introduction to document DP/513 that
arrangements ~ould be made before the end of the year on the entire question of
revie~ and the ~roposals of the African liberation movements~ and that the
intera~ency meeting ~Tould provide UNDP with information to allow further assistance
to African liberation movements recognized by OA.U to be planned for 1982-19G6.
His organization welcomed those arrangements, especially since U~DP inputs into
the educational assistance project (PAC/77/OOI) had alreadv been exhausted.

~. PAC appreciated the help received from Ui~DP both ~n funds and expert advice
from executin~ agencies such as FAO~ UNESCO and Habitat. The local representatives
of those agencies co.~operated well with the liberation movements and ~ood ~-orhin~
relations had been established. He welcomed the efforts made bx UNDP to convince
donor countries of the needs of liberation movements.

9. He fully endorsed the co~ment made by the representatives of S~PO thet one-man
delegations to the Council’s meetings ~ere not sufficient. Notwit~standin~ UUDP~s
financial constrsints~ he hoped that in the near future the number of
representatives for each movement could be increased to at least two.

i0. !~. CZARKOVSKI (Poland) said that his delegation supnorted the i~portant
humanitarian aspect of UNDP~s assistance to national liberation movements recocnized
by OAU~ because those activities ~,~ere fully consistent with the basic and
universal principles and ~oals expressed in the Charter and confirmed in United
Nations resolutions on the situation in southern Africa. All the projects
mentioned in document DP/513 were ~ell prepared and consistent ~ith United Nations
objectives. Consequently~ his delegation agreed ~Tith the conclusion in paragraph 20
of that document.
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Ii. ~’~r. TORAASEN (~’Torwa~T) said that the projects mentioned in document DP/513
covered a ~-ide field of activities~ such as health~ education, food and
asriculture, fisheries and participation of ~7omen in the development process.
As at 31 Decem)Der 1980~ the IPF commitments for national liberation movements had
]Deem nearlT, ,~)16 million~ with ~5 million for Nanibia. His delegation hoped that
uncommitted funds for the second cycle could be fully utilized.

12. IIis Government stressed the importance of ~TDP assistance to the national
liberation movements recognized by O~T and gs~e full support to that programme as
proof of its solidarity with the neonles of southern Africa. It had decided to
contribute 7JT[r 16o25 million, about ~i~3 million, to the national liberation
movements in southern Africa for 1981, of which NEr IO million would go to ST[APO.
That represented an increase of N!fr 2°25 million. It would continue to support
UNDP assistance to the national liberation movements recognized by OAU, and would
also contribute bilaterally to them until the peoples of southern Africa had
achieved full freedom.

13. ~{r. CHEN Xingnon (China) said that his delecation ~relcomed the assistance
rendered by UNDP and other organizations of the United i~ations development system
to the national liberation movements recognized by OAU. That assistance had
certainly supported their efforts to overcome poverty and back~,~ardness~ immrove
the lives of their peoples and provide hmnanitarian assistance. China had noted
the OhU appeal~ at the Nairobi conference in July 1980, for U~DP and other
orsanizations of the United Nstions development system to continue and increase
their assistance to S!~PO, ~,[C and oAC, and ho~ed that they would respond
favourably to that appeal and make an effort to mobilize other possible sources
of funds in order to allow the national liberation movements to participate more
actively in African regional and subregional development activities. During the
current financial crisis~ the provision of assistance to Namibia and the national
liberation movements for the third cycle should be ensured, in so far as possible.

14. Assistance from I~DP end other organizations should be aimed at strengthening
the capacity of the indigenous peoples to manace their own affairs. The joint
activities of the national liberation movements would increasingly promote the
achievement of independence and the liberation of the African peoples.

15. Mr. FOPOV (Bulgaria) expressed his delegation’s full support for activities
aimed at providing assistance to national liberation movements recognized by OAU.
The activities and execution of projects described in document DP/513 were
noteworthy, and his delegation welcomed them. }~owever~ it hoped that DI_IDP would
continue to provide more effective financial assistance to the national liberation
movements. In expressing its support for the programme, his delegation expected
the assistance provided to be a~inistered by the organizations and movements
recognized as the sole representatives of their peoples.

16. Mr. FILIMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his delegation
unswervingly supported the struggle of the peoples of Africa for national
liberation and against the forces of imnerialism and racism. Acting in violation
of the Charter and United Zations resolutions and ignoring the demands of most
States in the world, the racist r@gime of ~outh Africa, with support from abroad,
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pursued its policy of apartheid and mass terror. It illegally subjugated Namibia
and carried out innumerable acts of aggression against neighbouring States.
Together with the independent African Sta±es~ the members of the non-aligned
movement~ the socialist States and all countries co~1~itted to the strengthening
of peace and d@tente and the defence of the sovereign rights and freedoms of
peoples had resolutely called for sanctions against South Africa. The Soviet Union
had provided and would continue to provide support for the just struggle of the
Namibian people, led by SWAPO, for freedom and the immediate settlement of the
Namibian question in accordance with United Nations resolutions and the demands
of OAU.

17. The Soviet position ~ith respect to the provision of assistance to national
liberation movements recognized by OAU ~T8s based on the need to expand the use
of UNDP resources for the provision of aid to the peoples and countries struggling
for freedom and independence and against colonialism, racism and aDartheiS.
Efforts for that purpose were extremely important and reflected the goals and
tasks proclaimed in the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to ColoDial
Countries and Peoples and in other important resolutions of the General Assembly
and United Nations agencies.

18. His delegation welcomed the information contained in document DP/513
concerning resources available for assistance to the national liberation movements
and co=operation with ~’[APO in carrying out programmes financed by the IPF for
Namibia. It believed that the question of the expansion of technical assistance
to n~ional liberation ~ovements recognized by OAU should be duly relfected in
the relevant UNDP programmes and projects. Special attention should be given to
assistance provided through S[~PO to the Namibian people.

19. Referring to document DP/514~ he said that his delegation welcomed the
progress made in carrying out the programme of assistance to the Palestinian
people launched by Council decision 79/18. Although the needs of the Palestinian
people were far greater than the assistance provided through UNDP~ it seemed that
that assistance would be of some use in their struggle. His delegation supported
the AdministrstorVs recommendations contained in the document.

20. Mr. EL FAKI (Observer for the Sudan)~ referring to documents DP/513 and
DP/51~-, said that his delegation was pleased at the continuous efforts being made
by UNDP and the executing agencies~ and hoped that the momentum would be sustained
in order to help the struggling peoples of southern Africa and Palestine
attain freedom~ independence and dignity. His delegation supported the
Administrator’s efforts to obtain more assistance for those liberation movements
and appealed to all donor countries to continue and increase their aid. It went
without sayinc that his Government supported the struggle of the African
liberation movements and of the heroic Palestinian people.

21. Mr. POPESCU (Romania) said that his delegation wished to stress its

D support for UNDP assistance to national liberation movements recognized by OAU.
It had taken note ~Tith satisfaction of the assistance furnished by UNDP to S~.TAPO~

o.o
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~2~C~ PAC and Namibia. In view of the urgent needs of the national liberation
movements~ his delegation fully supported the projects described in document
DP/513 and the conclusion reached at the Nairobi meetins between 0AU and the
organizations of the United Nations system that UNDP should pursue its efforts
to mobilize more funds to facilitate the implementation and possible expansion
of ongoing progran~es of assistance to the national liberation movements.

22. Mr. MO[~{O~I (Niger) said that his country would fully support the national
liberation movements recognized by OAU until Africa was liberated from the yoke
of colonialism. Accordingly, it fully endorsed documents DP/513 and DP/5!4~
supported UEDP~s efforts to assist the movements in their stru~sle and invited
donor countries to increase their assistance to UNDP for that purpose. His
delegation supported the conclusions of the Nairobi meetinc between OAU and the
organizations of the United Nations system concerning aid to national liberation
movem ent s.

23. Mr. ~,©I{0 (Uganda) said that his delegation was crateful to ~’~DP and other
United Nations organizations for their continuing efforts to assist the national
liberation movements of southern Africa in their stru~g!e to end co!onia!ism~
racism~ apartheid and foreign domination. The peoples of South Africa and Namibia
must intensify their struggle to demolish the racist and colonial apparatus, and
the national liberation movements must receive the backin~ of the international
co~.unity.

_ ~I24. mhe representative of .... APO had requested that Namibians should be allowed
to work as programme officers in UNDP offices in Luanda and Lusaka~ and had
appealed to U?,]DP to increase S]TAPO representation at internstiona! meetings.
The United Nations had already taken a firm position with regard to the
preparation of the T{am~bian people for inde-oendence. Namibian students in Lusaka
were being sent to various countries to acauire practical experience in ~overnment
ministries. Such projects should be encoura[~ed by the Governing Council~ which
should accede to the modest requests made bv the representative of S~TAPO and
grant similar facilities to the ~an Africanist ~ ~, _~on ~ress of Azania and the African
National Congress.

25. His delegation intended to introduce a draft decision that would authorize
UNDP and other United Nations acencies to allo}T South African and Namibian
nationals recommended by ~T~APO~ the African National Congress and the
Pan Africanist Congress of Azania to work in their resionaJ offices in southern
Africa~ so that they could acquire the necessary skills.

26. Mr. HAGGAG (Egypt) said that his delegation attached yreat importance 
the assistance provided by UNDP to the national liberation movements recosnized
by OAU. It was essential to increase assistance to the peo~?le of Namibis and
to follow up the decisions of the ]i{airobi meeting between OAU and the organizations
of the United Nations system.

ooo
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27. ~’~. ALA~A (Yemen) said that hls delegation fully supported UNDP assistance
to the national liberation movements recoqnized by OAU and to the Palestine
Liberation Organization. It supported the relevant recopmendations contained in
documents DP/513 and DP/514.

(e) EVALUATION

(f) ACTION T~%III~,N IN RESPONSE_ _ TO GOV,~R~ i~l,,,~Tn COU~ICIL DECIf!IOLT 79/48 (DP/558 and
Corr.l )

28. i’~. ~RO!’~ (Deputy Administrator) said that document DP/558 had been prepared
pursuant to decision 79/48~ in which the Governing Council had invited the
Administrator to review e~isting UNDP guidelines on govermment execution. In
its resolution 35/81 ~ the General Assembly had reaffirmed that Govermments and

institutions of recipient countries should be increasin61y entrusted with the
responsibilities for executin~ projects.

29. The ~lobal meeting of resident representatives held in Tunis in the summer
of 1980 had considered why the experience with gover~ent execution had been so
poor~ and why only 73 projects with a value of some $33 million had been approved
for government execution. The slow progress was partly due to the complicated
procedures of the United Nations system~ ~ich were difficult for Governments
to follow. ~’~ereas an executing agency was ~)rovided with support costs from 
separate budget line and not from the project bud[et~ a Government was reuuired
to cover the e~tra costs involved in executing the project either from its own

resources or~ in some instances~ from its IPF. Gover~_ments therefore often had
little interest in undertaking the execution of projects.

30. So long as the more sophisticated Governments had control of the substance
of projects, they had every incentive to let the United ~ations system pay from
its own budget the a&ministrstive and other costs involved° That had been one of
the reasons wh~ many Governments had not a~eed to undertake execution. There
were mamy Governments ~rhich received UNDP assistance but managed very large
national budgets and many complex national ~rojects~ it would be very difficult
to argue that they did not ha~e or could not obtain the capacity to mana{e projects
for which external technical assistance was required, There were two aspects to
technical assistance: the substance of the assistance itself and the organization
of such assistance. Wen Ug~P referred to support costs~ it meant the
organization of technical assistance. Thus~ Eovermment execution did not imply
that Governments did not require technical assistance. It implied that they did
not always need someone else to organize that assistance for them. Nor did it
imply that Governments had all the foreign exchange needed to pay for external
technical assistance. It ~,~as therefore not inconsistent that a Government with
the capacity to organize technical assistance should require such technical
assistance as well as financial assistance to pay for it.
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31. On the other hand~ there were Goverm-~ents ~ich did not have the capacity
to organize and monitor technical assistance. The United ~ations system had a
clear mandate to ~rovide the training and facilities necessary to enable those
Governments to develop thst capacity~ because that was an essential part of the
development of self.~reliance. UNDP ~ro~osed to compensate Govermr~ents for extra
work which had to be done and for ~ich they hsd to ~ay to organize their
technical assistance. The~ would be compensated on the basis of a percentage
of ~roject costs~ which could not exceed 13 per cent. There ~Tere no financial
implications other than the possibility of savins resources under the budget ~
line dealing with support costs.

32. With regard to the question of assistinc Governments with training and
providing them with the capacity to undertake execution, UXDP proposed that such
assistance should be regarded as normal technical assistance~ because the
training which the Governments then received would be of relevance in administering
not only technical assistance projects~ but also their o~m operations. Since the
cost of such training would come from the IPFs of the countries concerned~ there
would be no financial implications for the administrative budget.

33. In those countries where the capacity to orgsnize technical assistance was
not available~ the field offices might have extra work and might therefore have
to be strengthened. Any extra costs involved in strengthening the offices would
be more than covered by the difference between the full 13 per ce~t normally
~aid for project execution and the amount which would be paid to Governments
requirin~ reimbursement only for the extra costs involved in monitorin£ the
projects°

34. The UNDP administration considered government execution first and then
eliminated that option if it was clearly inappropriate. On that basis~ not all
projects or even 25 per cent of projects would qualify for government execution.
UNDP was assuming that the General Assembly wanted to make government execution
one of the options al~,~ays considered. Under the present arrangements~ government
execution was regarded as an exception.

35. Under government execution procedures~ a Government could be designated as
the executing agency and could then arrange to have a United Nations agency
carry out 50, 70 or 80 per cent of a project as specified in the project document.
Before a decision was taken on government execution, the Government would have

to agree to have a particular part of the project carried out by an agency.
!nitially~ a very substantial part of projects would he subcontracted to acencies,
which would be brought in as co-operating agencies~ receiving full reimbursement
on the value of the inputs they handled. There were therefore various modalities
that could be followed under the government execution arrangement.

36. Yet another issue was the tendency in the United Nations system to measure
what was done by the amount of expenditure on a project, subject to evaluations
carried out from time to time. The fact was that the success of a project was
determined from the time it was identified~ from the time the project was designed~

/.oo
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the objectives were determined and the decision taken as to how those objectives
would be achieved. One of the most important contributions ~Thich the United
Nations system could make was to assist Governments and UHDP in thst fundamental
process of making the right decision durin6 project identification. If the right
decision was made at that stage: project execution was likely to be much more
successful. Even under s system of full government execution~ therefore~ the
United Nations would continue to play a most vital role in resT}ect of the urojectso

37. Section II of document DP/558 provided information on ~rogress in the area
of ~overmment management of projects. It described initiatives to improve certain
aspects of the current project cycle, including the formulation of project
doeuments~ the appraisal process and the mrenaration of up-to~odate project work
plans. It presented the conclusions of an analysis of the monitoring and evaluation
system and described expected changes in policies and procedures.

38. Section III responded specifically to paragraph 3 of Governing Council
decision 79/48. Considerable progress had been made in the use of national
professional staff as an alternative to internationally recruited staff. Further
progress had also been made in the increased use of resident nationals for service
in their home countries. UNDP had sponsored a prograK~e in eight countries to
facilitate the return to their home countries of hishly qualified scientists~
engineers and managers residing abroad. In addition~ it had develoned a workin~
relationship with the Inter~overrm~ental Com_mittee for European ~4igration.

39. Section IV provided information obtained from the agencies on recent measures
taken to improve the recruitment and manasement of internationally recruited
project personnel.

40. Mr. BRECHER (United States of America)~ reaffirming his delegation?s seneral
support for Governing Council decisions 79/48 and 80/22~ said that the bulk of
the proposals in document DP/558 would strengthen the UP[DP programs:e delivery
system. The United States supported the concept of ~overnment execution and was
satisfied with the model arrangements proposed. It }~ished to stress~ however, that
government e~<ecution of projects should continue on an experimental basis. It
agreed with the Governing Council’s emphasis on the need to proceed on a carefully
selected basis (DP/558~ para. 4). UNDP’s experience with regard to government
execution was insufficient to justify the recommendation that such execution should
become a preferred approach. TThile endorsing the general content of the draft
decision in paragraph 55 of document DP/558, his delegation would be inclined to
modify it so as to ensure that government execution did not become the mandatory
mode of execution.

41. His delegation endorsed the Administrator’s efforts to strengthen the project
management capacity of Governments and supported UHDP’s renewed instructions for
the designation of a single individual with responsibility for pro~ect co~ordination
and management. A decision by the Goverm~ent to appoint a national co=ordinator
frequently resulted in much stronger sunnort for the project by ~overnment
officials. The appointment of a national co-ordinator or even a national
co-manager could provide an added assurance that the project objectives would be
achieved.
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)42, His delegation sup}}orted the £dministrator~s efforts to strengthen the
project desiAn and project formulation ca}}abil.~_ties of T~TDP~ the agencies and
Governments. It also co_~>mended the Administrator on Isis reco~,~_~_endations for the
im!arovement of the tri:oartite review procedures° It smrmly supported the
su£~’estions for improvin0 ° DTTDP~’s mi&-term and ex~:post evaluation procedures~,
sucgestions which afforded further proof that U.UDP was taking its evaluation
responsibilities seriously. The United gts.tes looked forward to the incornoration
of the su~gestions in the Policy and Procedures !<anus!.

43. The evaluation mrocess was severely- handicapped by the assi.snment of
insufficient full-.--time ~ta_,f to evaluation x.rork° "Phere could be little
consistent training of staff in evaluation without full ti~se supervision in that
teeXx~ies! ar{:a. Takin.o" into account bu@a’etary constrsints~ UUDP ._,nould develop
a multiyear evaluation ~nroGramme to provide for more systematic coverage of
~-~oo-ra~-r~s countries and field oersonnel and to ~evelon the training of
~zovernment personnel ~

’," rq ,]- . ~ 4-44. Xro .E[L_TOk (Canada) a!sreed with the resresentative of the United ,>ta~,es 
the need to proceed cautiously and on an escperimental basis until more experience
had been gained with regard to government execution. The Deputy Administrator
had made a particularly valid point regardin~ the two s,s.nects of technical.
assistance. Canada did not believe that Governsents ~.Tith the capacity to organize
technical assistance shou.Lc., necessarily be paid for orcanizing such assistance
It felt too %hat there s,~ould probably be a@,~inistrative difficulties with regard
to the level of support costs vhich U[~]DP would pay to OoverrLments executinc
~}rojects. The Deput3r Administrator had stresse~ that onl;~ ~-’~,ra costs vould be
reimbursed° His deleTation suspected that such co~ts ~ould ~ri%; considersi>ly
from countr~r to country.

45~ Canada certainly ~.xished to see £~overnment execution on an equal footings
with other ~:~odes of execution. ~Yith ~overnmest exeeution~ UNDP would i,~ove into
stronger contractual arrangements with Governments, along the lines of
arransements entered into by international financial institutions. That could
result in a tishtenin£, rather than a simplifics.tion of mrocedures.

46. t’r. LEII8fA}~G ()’Torway): speakin5 on %eha!f of the delegations of the Vordic
countries, recalled that, ~,,~hen the concept of 6overrm~ent execution had been
considered by the Governing Council in !979~ those countries had criticized the
A&ministrator~s reluctance to propose more decisive steps in that direction and
had felt that the guidelines proposed retained an element of paternalism° He
was therefore extremely ,sratified that the nex~T proposals of the Administrator
in document DP/558 were quite close to the views of the Nordic countries as

expressed at the twenty-sixth session of the Council~ and that there appeared to
be a senuine attempt to translate the relevant General Asses<.b!y resolutions into
positive action. The ~{ordic countries a£~reed with the Administrator that
~.overnment execution should be the preferred approach in the implementation of
UNDR assistance and full)# supported the proposals on the subject in document
DP/558. Such a departure from previous UXDP ~olicies was long. overdue, since it
was six years since the General Asserfl-!~,~ had adopted the "]Tew dimensions"
resolution.

I



47. He also agreed ~Tith th~ Administrator’s proposal in paragraphs 17 and 18 of
DP/558 regarding compensation to Goverl~ments for administrative costs incurred
in connexion with executing UNDF financed projects. That was conseauential
and necessary, if the concept of government execution was accepted as a serious
ioropositiono Since Governments as executing a~encies had been treated differently
from United Nations agencies ~,rith respect to comoenso~ion for added
a@ministrative costs, there ~ad been a considerable built-in incentive for
recipient Govermments to pass on those costs to United Nations a~encies and~
together with them~ responsibility for the execution of the ~rojects. The
small number of projects implemented by Governments demonstrated clearly that
the guidelines currently bein~ used did not provide sufficient incentive for
government execution. The proposed new guidelines should make ~overnment
execution a real choice for Governments.

48. There did, however~ seem to be a lack of experience regarding the appropriate
level of support costs to be paid to Govermments. I~e did not think that the
rate paid to Governments fully executing projects should exceed the standard
rate of 13 per cent paid to United Nations agencies. Indeed~ he hoped that there
~,~ould be genuine savings in that connexion, especially since the additional
burden on U~DP field offices could lead to additional administrative costs for
UNDP. That asnect ~,ms a source of concern to the Hordic delesations~ ~ich
would like the Administrator to report on that matter ~en he felt some experience
had been gained. Governments should be subject to the U~P financial regulations
and rules, just like any other executing agency. He also felt that paragraph 8 (d)
of document DP/558 should be borne in mind.

49. In general~ he supported the proposals regarding project monitoring and
evaluation made in section C of chapter II of @ocument DP/558. In particular~ he
agreed that triEartite reviews should give more emnhasis to the attainment of the
project objectives and less to the mere delivery of inputs. He noted that
in document DP/558 project monitoring and evaluation ~rere described as management
tools~ it would be logical if the leadin~ role in the planning and use of those
tools ~Tas played by the Government concerned~ since it would have management
responsibility for the project. However~ no such role was visualized in DP/558.
That aspect should be brought out more clesm, ly, in line with the new policy on
government execution.

50. In conclusion, he said that it ~Tould be desirable for the revised guidelines
on project monitorinc and evaluation to be issued jointly by UNDP and the
Governments concerned~ perhaps in a standard agreement between UNDP and
Governments.

51. Mr. ASEAYI (India) said that his Govermment strongly supported the
AdministratorVs proposals on government execution contained in document DP/558~
especially as regards the support costs to be paid to Governments executing
~DP-financed projects. The justification for such pay~_oent had been well described
by the Deputy Administrator and was underlined by the lack of projects being
executed by Governn~ents. The reasons for the inadequate number of such projects

o,o
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had also been clearly set forth by the Deputy Administrator. The payment of support
costs would in fact go only part of the way towards overcoming those problems,
There was no danger of all United Nations agencies being suddenly deprived of
pro~ects~ most of which would involve a mixture of government execution and
execution by United Nations agencies.

52° He noted that the representative of the United States was in favour of
rewording the draft decision concerning government execution of projects.
delegation ~as prepared to consider such a rewording.

His

53° Mr. WINDSOR (United Kingdom) said that his delegation supported the principle
of government execution on the basis of earlier guidelines. He recalled that~ when
measures for greater narticipation by Governments in the execution of UNDP-assisted
projects had been proposed as part of the ~’New dimensions ’~ resolution, his
delegation had welcomed them on the understanding that concern for the quality
and efficiency of the Programme would remain the basic criteria of project selection
and implementation. There had also been a general feeling, expressed particularly
at the t~¢enty.-second and twenty-third sessions of the Governing Council~ that
a cautious~ gradual and selective approach should be adopted towards government
execution~ with due account being taken of the maintenance of efficiency and
quality as well as the multilateral nature of the Programme. Those concerns had
been clearly expressed and accounted for in the present policy guidelines drawn
up by the Administrator and set out in paragraph 7 of document DP/558. Since the
actual experience of their application had been very limited~ his delegation
doubted the desirability of the radical change advocated in document DP/558.
It must be remembered that the central theme of the original change in the system
had been a gradual move to~ards government execution.

54° The proposals in paragraphs 12 to 18 of document DP/558 would remove the
element of choice regarding methods of project execution embodied both in
decision 79/48 and in recommendation 34 in document JIU/REP/78/3. That Would
be unacceptable to many delegations. General Assembly resolution 35/81 had
recognized that moves towards government execution should be a gradual process, by
highlighting the need for the United Nations system to provide training for
personnel in the recipient countries so that they could become ~increasingly
entrusted with the resnonsibilities for executin~ projects ~;. It was therefore
surprisin~ that no reference had been made in chapter I of document DP/558 to such
training for project execution.

55. He regretted the lack of basic information in the document on the number of
projects rejected by the Administrator for government execution~ the reasons for
his decision or the time-scale involved. He would also like to know how many
projects had been approved since the 1979 guidelines had come into operation. Such
basic data would furnish the Council with an indication of any emerging trends
and would help it to judge whether the present guidelines did, as suggested in
paragraph 19, represent obstacles to government project execution or whether, as
his delegation believed~ they represented a sensible and pragmatic series of
yardsticks against which to introduce such execution. He looked for~ard to hearing
the vie~s of the representatives of the specialized agencies on the matter.
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56° The radical change proposed by the Administrator might convert the Programme
into little more than a source of foreign exchange or a vehicle for budgetary
support - something quite contrary to its present multilateral technical
co~operation character~ the uniqueness and importance of which had been stated by
the Administrator himself on many occasions. A hasty change in the existing
balance in the tripartite relationship between the Government~ UNDP and the
executing agencies could harm the present structure of multilateral technical
cow.operation and UNDP~s effectiveness~ thus reducing the Programmers appeal to
recipients and donors alike.

57° Against that background~ his delegation believed that it would be unwise -
and in some cases positively harmf~_l L~ to give immediate effect to the radical
proposals for government execution set out in paragraphs 12 to 18 of document
DP/558o The application of such proposals would have exactly the effect that the
Administrator stated~ in paragraph 14~ that he was seeking to avoid: it could
actually ~impose an undesirable solution ~’ on developing coumtries which did not
feel able to undertake such activities. Rather than reducing the administrative
costs of project implementation~ those proposals could increase them~ particularly
in cases where UNDP would provide additional inputs to strengthen execution
capacity° Indeed~ the Deputy Administrator himself had admitted that in his
statement° The additional workload placed on the resident representatives would
come at a time when they were already fully stretched and would, in many cases~ also
be acting as the United Nations system’s resident co~ordinatorso He was concerned
about the adverse effects that might have on the effective administration of UNDP
assistance ~n particular and United Nations development assistance in general°

58. Government execution appeared to be in danger of becoming an end in itself~
irrespective of the appropriateness of the concept for the widely differing
circumstances of developing countries. The existing sensible~ structured guidelines
should continue in operation and be reviewed, if appropriate~ midway through the
third programming cycle. Such a course of action would be entirely in keeping
with the Wne~ dimensions ~’ spirit~ General Assembly resolution 35/81~ Governing
Council decision 79/48 and discussions at earlier sessions of that Council.
After all~ recipient Governments already had the choice of government execution
and his delegation felt that no ilmmediate changes should be made.

59. Turning to operational concepts and procedures~ he said that his delegation
welcomed the information contained in paragraphs 20 to 32 of document DP/558. It
was important that the progress of the measures proposed in paragraph 29 for main
project formulation by the operational level should be monitored closely. The
capabilities of project management would differ from project to project so that
the operational level might not always be the most appropriate in main project
formulation.

60. Ne endorsed the comments in paragraphs 33 to 39 on monitoring and evaluation
as well as the factors~ set out in paragraph 40~ to be employed in determining
in-depth evaluations. Identification of projects for in-depth evaluation ~ould
involve tripartite consultations~ but the impetus to evaluate a specific project

o.o
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in depth should come from UNDP itselfs since ~t was best able to determine the
project’s importance in the context of the UNDP programme as a ~rhole, Such an
approach would correspond to the situation currently obtaining on thematic
evaluations.

61, His delegation endorsed the recommendation in paragramh 2 of the draft
decision (DP1558~ para. 55)= As for the recommendation in ~ara~raDh 3 (a)~

concerning the use of qualified national professional staff~ his delegation stressed
that the system should continue to be in a nosition to choose the best advice
and expertise available~ and suggested that an addition should be made to that
paragraph to reflect that principle.

62. D~o GIBSON (Ne~ Zealand) said that the proposals on ~overnment execution 
projects contained in document DP/558~ although a sudden reversal of recent
practice~ were no more than the application of a policy decided by the Council
and endorsed by the General Assembly in 1975o The current instructions on
Government execution~ issued in January 1979~ did not fully reflect the new
dimensions and the Council was simply being asked to agree to a fuller
implementation of the 1975 resolution° The delay in implementing that commendable
resolution had meant that the Progrm~m~e~s operations had not been as effective as
they could have been, His delegation~ like others~ had certain reservations about
the nm7 proposals~ but felt them to be flexible and realistic. It had every
confidence in the good sense of the Administrator and his field officers to see
that government execution fulfilled its objectives without cost increases or loss
of efficiency°

63. ~Tith re~ard to chapter II of DP/558~ he said that management and project
designs monitoring and evaluation were all necessary if the objectives of projects
were to be achieved~ if the efficiency and effectiveness of project execution was to
improve~ if agencies and Governments ~ere to benefit from the lessons of experience~
and if there was to be gro~{ing self reliance in developing countries. Although
those items had been regularly discussed by the Council and the Administration~
there did not seem to have been as much progress as might have been honed since the
Joint Inspection Unit had published its first renort on evaluation in the United
Nations system. The Council should now be studying how to ensure that the
evaluation system~ in all its aspects~ strengthened the ability of the Programme
to contribute to self-,reliant development. Unfortunately~ document DP/558 sho~ved
that progress towards establishing a good evaluation system had not been too
impressive. The document also showed that there were acknowledged short-comings
in the way projects had been implemented. It commented~ among other things~ on the
poor design of projects. The lack of practicality of some UNDP project documents
was also disappointing.

64° In the field of monitoring and evaluations it was clear that° unless the
objectives of a project were precisely defined in operational terms~ ~ith built-in
performance criteria~ project output would be seriously compromised and its impact
diluted. Any steps which UNDP might take to introduce greater precision into its
project documentation would therefore be worthwhile, He endorsed the principle of

i
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simplification: provided that it ~fas not of the operations management kind~
~.something ~Thich was seldom done sufficiently ~ell. Man~,gement stu~les~ operations

planning and training prograimmes in management should c~rtainly not be skimped°

65. Any inefficiency in project design or administration was clearly something
that needed to be overcome. At a time ~hen the funds available ~ere inadequate
to meet urgent needs~ a special effort had to be made to ensure that the money
was used to the best effect and that new projects were better designed and
managed more efficiently. The 1981 Joint Inspection Unit report had commented on
short.~comings in evaluation activities of the Bureau for Programme Policy and
Evaluation. ~ile there might have been changes since that paper was prepared~
itdid appear that more emphasis should be placed on individual project evaluation.
If that meant that thematic evaluations had to take second place and that resources
had to be found from elsewhere in UNDP to make it possible to strengthen the
evaluation System within a reasonable period~ then that would only reflect a
proper sense of priorities.

66° Mr. S. K~HN (Pakistan) reiterated his delegation’s support for the conce~t
of government execution as the preferred approach and one of the key means of
promoting self~reliance. That concept had been advocated in many resolutions and
decisions since the 1970 Consensus° The policy directive of the General Assembly
on the subject was also very clear and had been given in the light of experience
and the development of government capabilities° The Assembly clearly felt that
insufficient progress had been made towards government execution of projects and
that something had to be done to expedite matters. His delegation sa~,r the
A~ainistrator’s report in document DP/558 as a response to the General Assembly~s
policy directive and felt that the Governing Council should attempt to implement it
at the operational level.

67, Although some delegations had said that the guidelines were only recent~
the fact ~,ras that a long time had passed with little progress. Generally speaking,
government execution of projects was an exception and did not appear in the normal
range of options. The ne~ recommendations were flexible, operational and took
due account of the capacity of Governments to execute projects~ considering such

aspects as costs and the possibility of combining the efforts of Governments and
agencies in various ways.

68. In vi~ of the unsatisfactory experience of the previous i0 or ii years~ it was
essential to give fresh impetus to the concept of government execution of projects.
The proposal to compensate Governments for additional expenditure through payment of
support costs was a very valuable incentive~ that approach could be reviewed mid~ay
through the third programming cycle. Alterations might be made to the wording of
the recommendation~ if delegations so desired~ but the important point was to ensure
that government execution of projects became a genuine option~ rather than an
exception.

69. ~r. PREUSS (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his delegation supported

the principle of extending government execution° He welcomed the report in
document DP/558~ and particularly its explanation of why so little progress had so
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far been made. However, his delegation had been worried in the past by reports of
a considerable number of failures by Governments to meet UNDP stipulations~ it
~rould have been interesting to see a more detailed analysis of the difficulties
faced by Governments in that regard. Such an analysis was necessary before any
decision ~as taken to continue the scheme°

70. The recommendations in document DP/558 involved radical changes in the
arrangements for government exeeution~ as well as in financial arrangements~ and
also implied that more staff might be necessary. In the light of experience so far,
the time had not yet come for such far-reaching decisions~ it was essential first
to know exactly where the difficulties lay~ to what extent the financial
arrangements needed to be changed~ and what additional costs might be involved for
field offices~ as well as the nature of the responsibilities of the additional
field staff envisaged.

71o The guidelines for increased government execution had been laid down only in
1979~ and experience had thus been short. Before any radical change in approach
was made, there must first be a thorough analysis of the short~comings of the
system~ and an assessment of the role ~,Thich would remain for UNDP.

72. ~o DAHLQUIST (World Health Organization) replying to the United Kingdom
representative’s question about the policies of the specialized agencies in the
matter of government execution, said that the promotion of selfo~reliance and the
increased use of national professional staff were among the basic aims of his
organization in all co-operation programmes. The complexities involved were
well~known~ and progress had been slow in most countries~ consequentl~ building
up expertise in the country concerned was an integral part of Y~O programmes.

73. Mro BE~INGER (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) said
that there was a need to broaden the range of machinery available for the
implementation of technical assistance. His organization had set up a Field
Programme Committee to study in detail the imDlications of the new dimensions
(General Assembly resolution 3405 (XLX)) and~ in particular~ the practical
modalities involved. It was actively seeking practical solutions ~,rhich would
benefit developing countries. However, at the same time, it regarded the
specialized agencies as reservoirs of valuable experience and knowledge~ which
should be used effectively and be at the disposal of its member States.

74. He agreed that there was a need to make progress on the issue, and for a
flexible approach, and hoped that an appropriate procedure would be found.

75° Mr. FARASHUDDIN (Bangladesh) said that his delegation sa~r government execution
as an important element in the development of self~-reliance, and had been greatly
encouraged by the UNDP Administrator’s view that it should be the rule rather than
the exception.

76. The recipient countries had to assume some responsibility for the lack of
progress towards self oexecution due largely to their lack of experience and of
competence. There was an additional problem, in that Governments would be required
to pay for projects in advance and then seek reimbursement by ~ay of compensation.
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The UNDP proposals were not radical~ but involved reasonable and timely measures
to promote government execution~ they represented a bare minimum if the General
Assembly~s instructions on the matter were to be implemented.

77. Paragraph 18 of document DP/558 outlined three ways to support government
execution. The first - support for the administrative capacity of Governments
from IPF resources ..... was essential to any substantial measure of government
execution~ the second~ involving compensation for Governments through the payment of
support costs, was also very welcome, and created a real possibility of savings~
since some Goverrmlents might apply for less than the percentage of costs agreed on.
Also, progress towards government execution would be slow and steady at best, and
the executing role of the organizations within the UNDP system would not be greatly
curtailed. The third method, concerning an additional strengthening of the field
offices~ was largely hypothetical, and was unlikely to be necessary.

78. His delegation supported the draft decision in paragraph 55~ but stressed
that~ unless the reasonable measures proposed were actually implemented, the ~Thole
discussion would remain hypothetical.

79° Mr. GONZALEZ (Argentina) said that his delegation agreed with the view
expressed in document DP/558 concerning the primary role of recipient Governments
in the process of implementing UNDP projects, together with their freedom to
decide national development priorities. H~¢ever~ it would not be advisable to go
beyond the selective approach towards government execution originally approved by
the Council. The decision to apply the new arrangements for execution was the
exclusive concern of the Government concerned, which would evaluate each case in
terms of its operational feasibility. There should be a gradual advance towards
government execution~ on the basis of appropriate machinery and procedures. In
that context~ he supported the vie~T expressed in DP/558 (parao 24 (a)) concerning
the need to simplify the formulation of project documents. Those documents were
essentially the responsibility of Governments~ which could seek assistance as
necessary from the international agency involved.

80. !le welcomed the Administrator’s recommendations concerning improvements
in project evaluation, as well as reductions in the number of missions~ which
should be subject to the approval of the recipient countries. However his
delegation ~,Tas not in favour of setting up any reserve funded from IPFs for that
purpose~ since it was for Governments to allocate their IPFs in accordance with
their development plans.

81. It was desirable to promote recruitment of national professional staff~
~rhatever the method of project execution being used, and there was a need for
guidelines to expedite that process.

82. ~rso VERVALCKE (Belgium) said that her delegation broadly shared the views
expressed by the representatives of the United States and of the Federal Republic
of Germany. The principle of government execution was an excellent one and should

be one of the aims of the Council. However, the results achieved could be assessed
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only in terms of each country’s situation~ and the role of UNDP and its resident
representatives should be to consider, in consultation ~.rith Covernments~ how best
to assist them in developing their o~7~ executing capacity° I~mense progress ~.7ould
have to be made before all Goveri~ments receiving UNDP assistance ~ere capable of
executing development projects alone.

83. The proposals in DP/558 were too radical, and did not entirely fulfil their
underlying aims° Paragraphs 16 to 19 raised various questionsl for exam~le~ ~,Tith
reference to paragraph ic5 (b)o UNDP should not compensate Governments for
responsibilities which they should be able to assm~e themselves with the minimum
of delay. UNDP resources were limited and threatened~ and likely to continue so
over the next few years and they should be used to the maximum extent to provide
the basis for the main responsibilities of UNDP,

84° As the representative of Argentina had said~ the best ~ay to encourage the
principle of government execution was by advancing gradually. The document ~,~ould
offer food for thought and for discussion~ it was necessary to give further
consideration to measures which could be introduced sradually to promote a better
and broader implementation of the principle.

85. ~. HAVET (United Nations Educational~ Scientific and Cultural Organizstion)
said that UNESCO had always respected the ultimate responsibility of ~overnments
in the execution of projects~ and had evolved a process of continuin~ consultation~
so that projects were genuinely joint ventures~ the final decisions resting ~th
the Government concerned° Thus UNESCO was strongly in favour of further progress
towards government execution~ provided that the system used was an effective one°
That proviso was not intended as a restriction~ the situation could: however~
vary accordin~ to the country~ the time of implementation~ and the nature of the
project invo!ved~

86. National organizers of projects should not be cut off from the intellectual
assistance and guidance of the international community~ based on its experience
in the field° That experience was not to be found directly in the agencies~ they
were the points of contact ~ith the best expertise in the international community
in specific technical fields~ and could make that expertise available to projects
when and where appropriate. Any new procedures introduced must maintain that
important contact.

87. ~ro BR~N (De]?uty Administrator) said that~ although the instructions 
promote government execution had been renewed in 1979~ they had originally been
issued in ~,~ay 1976o Thus UNDP experience in that ares, had been longer than had
been claimed~ the need for modifications in the original instructions had become
apparent.

88° If the Council were to accept the reco~uendations contained in document DP/558~
it ~ould be possible to take certain measures immediately° Others, ho~ever~
required the specific approval of the Council itself~ for example~ the strengthening
of field offices through the addition of new posts-weu!d require the approval
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of a budget request° Thus the Governing Council would retain control of any
expansion° Similarly~ any changes in the financial arrangements }Tould also have
to be submitted to the Council for its approval°

89° In reply to the representative of Belgi~a~ he stressed that there would be no
additional costs involved in the ~roposals. If payments were made to Governments
in supDort of additional costs ~¢hich they ha~ incurred~ those payments ~ould be in
lieu of payments made under mormal executing arrangements°

90° The PRESIDENT suggested that those delegations which had expressed
vie~Ts on the recommendations in DP/558 should meet informally~ under the
chairmanshi~ of the Vice oPresident~ in order to seek a consensus°

The meetin~rose at i ~o


